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ABSTRACT
The Internet and the Web can be described as huge networks of connected computers, connected web pages,
or connected users. Analyzing link retrieval methods on the Internet and the Web as examples of complex
networks is of particular importance. The recovery of complex networks is an important issue that has been
extensively used in various fields. Much work has been done to measure and improve the stability of complex
networks during attacks. Recently, many studies have focused on the network recovery strategies after the
attack. Predicting the appropriate redundant links in a way that the network can be recovered at the lowest
cost and fastest time after attacks or interruptions will be critical in a disaster. In addition, real-world networks
such as the World Wide Web are no exception, and many attacks are made on hyperlinks between web pages,
and the issue of predicting redundant hyperlinks on this World Wide Web is also very important.
In this paper, different kinds of attack strategies are provided and some retrieval strategies based on link
prediction methods are proposed to recover the hyperlinks after failure or attack. Besides that, a new link
prediction method based on the hyperbolic geometry of the complex network is proposed to retrieve redundant
hyperlinks and the numerical simulation reveals its superiority that the state-of-the-art algorithms in
recovering the attacked hyperlinks especially in the case of attacks based on edge betweenness strategy.

1. INTRODUCTION
For the past decades, many studies have focused on network recovery in various contexts and many different
kinds of recovery strategies were developed considering failure characteristics and network types. Matisziw et
al. [1] suggested a multi-objective recovery. Chaoqi et al. [2] proposed a repair model to study the impact of
network structure and analyzed the energy of the network during recovery. Hu et al. [3] suggested an optimal
recovery strategy for geographical networks after attacks. Yu and Yang [4] selected appropriate components of
the failed network to repair it and reach a stable condition with limited recovery resources. Besides that, there
are many studies in the area of network resilience.Resilience is the power of the network to return to a stable
state as soon as possible [5]. The successful implementation of recovery strategies has a direct impact on the
resilience of complex networks. Based on this, many researchers have focused on studying the concept of
resilience in a complex networks. Majdandzic et al. [6] developed a model to demonstrate the automatic
recovery in a networked system. Also, Afrin et al. [7] have recently given a thorough survey about the attack
and recovery strategies and future approaches to this problem. The recovery strategies mentioned above are
quite diverse and can be applied to different kinds of networks including web networks under various
circumstances and based on this reason, it is necessary to study the retrieval methods and develop a more
general retrieval strategy that can confront more types of networks.
In recent years, the link prediction problem [8] has achieved great progress in the area of network science. Link
prediction methods try to predict missing, spurious , and future links in different kinds of complex networks
[9-13]. This problem is generally solved based on unsupervised similarity measures, supervised methods
(machine-learning based methods) [12], maximum likelihood methods [14], stochastic block model [15, 16],

and probabilistic models [17, 18]. Recently many new applications have been defined for link prediction
methods such as community detection, network reconstruction, and recommendation systems [19-21].
Recently robustness of link prediction methods under attack was examined by Wang et al. [22]. Different tools
have been applied to enhance the performance of link prediction methods. One of these tools is the hyperbolic
geometry of the complex networks. Krioukov et al. [23] and Papadopoulos et al. [24] introduced the networks’
mapping to their underlying hyperbolic space and studied the impact of the two factors of popularity and
similarity in networks’ growth and suggested that new connections are made between nodes with popularity
and similarity trade-off. After that Papadopoulos et al. [25] proposed the HyperMap method to map a network
to its hyperbolic geometry and used the hyperbolic distance to solve the link prediction problem. Different from
these works. Recently, Muscoloni et al. [26, 27] introduced a model (N-PSO) to predict the missing links based
on the community structure of the networks. Samei and Jalili [28] proposed an enhanced method based on the
hyperbolic distance to solve missing and spurious link prediction in the multiplex networks.
The objective of this article is to propose a method to recover the attacked or failed hyperlinks in the web
network after random or targeted attacks instantly via unsupervised similarity measures used in solving the
link prediction problem. The similarity measures are defined based on some existing measures such as
Common Neighbors (CN), Resource Allocation (RA), Hyperbolic distance, Cannistraci-Resource-Allocation
(CRA), CH2-L2, and a proposed measure based on underlying hyperbolic geometry of the complex networks.
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the problem is defined clearly as well as the attack and retrieval
strategies and the evaluation metrics are presented. In section 3 the datasets are proposed and in section 4 the
experimental results and analysis are provided. Finally, Section 5 is the conclusion.

2. METHODS AND EVALUATION METRICS
2.1.

Problem definition

Complex web networks are always threatened with malfunctions or disruptions due to technical or intentional
failure or attacks, which can eventually lead to total system failure. A graph that has the nodes of those web
pages and the edges pointed to the link between those pages can be used to study behavior for several reasons.
One of these is the disruption or attack on hyperlinks between web pages that will cause web pages to crash.
For a given simple web network represented as 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸), 𝑉 denotes the set of all nodes (web pages) and 𝐸
denotes the set of all hyperlinks. After attack or failure, a percentage of hyperlinks 𝐸 called 𝐸 𝐴 is removed from
the web network and the goal is to add a set 𝐸 𝑅 of redundant hyperlinks to the network that restores the web
efficiency to its original state before attack.
In this section, attack strategies, retrieval strategies, and evaluation metrics are proposed.

2.2.

Attack Strategies

Real web networks suffer from various kinds of failures or attacks. Here we consider representative attack
strategies [22]. The attack strategies to complex networks are generally proposed based on network
characteristics such as degree centrality, betweenness centrality, eigenvector, closeness centrality, entropy,
and so on [29-33]. Here both random hyperlink failure and some targeted hyperlink attacks strategies are
considered which are defined as below and for each network, 15% of the hyperlinks are removed based on
these attack strategies.
(1)
Random Attack (RA): This is an ordinary attack strategy and hyperlinks are accidentally removed from
the web network. This strategy is often used as a baseline for other strategies.
(2)
Edge Betweenness Attack (EBA): This attack strategy evaluates the importance of hyperlinks based on
the edge betweenness centrality. The higher the edge betweenness of a link the more important it is. The edge
betweenness is defined as below:

𝐵𝐶𝑒 = ∑
𝑖,𝑗∈𝑉

𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗|𝑒)
𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗)

(1)

Where 𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗) is the number of shortest paths between nodes(web pages) 𝑖 and 𝑗, and 𝜎(𝑖, 𝑗|𝑒) is the number of
those paths that also pass through hyperlink 𝑒.
(3)
Preferential Attachment (PA): This attack strategy is defined based on the node (web page) degrees. If
𝑖 and 𝑗 are the end webpages of the hyperlink 𝑒, the weight of hyperlink e is defined as below:
(2)
𝑃𝐴 = 𝑘𝑖 . 𝑘𝑗
Where 𝑘𝑖 and 𝑘𝑗 represent the degree of nodes (web pages) 𝑖 and 𝑗, respectively.
(4)
Similarity-based Attack (SA): This attack strategy is based on the similarity measures that are mainly
defined in link prediction methods. Here, the Common Neighbors is used as the similarity measure. The higher
the number of common neighbors of a node (web page) pairs the more important the hyperlink between them
is.

2.3.

Retrieval strategies

To develop a resilient characteristic for the network against random and targeted attacks, many different
strategies have been suggested and applied to complex networks structures [7]. Variable retrieval strategies
can be categorized to retrieve based on resilience consideration, failures characteristics, networks properties,
and retrieval priorities. Some retrieval strategies can be members of more than one category group. The method
proposed in this article can be categorized as a retrieval strategy based on retrieval priorities which is an
important factor in instant retrieval of different networks such as web and blog networks. In fact in this
category, retrieval strategies follow rules based on priority to repair failed or attacked hyperlinks or elements.
The selection rules consider different factors such as betweenness, distance, load, or crucial attacked elements
in the network. In link prediction methods, the goal is identifying the hyperlinks that can be replaced with
removed hyperlinks (via attack or failure) instantly, so that the network performance with different criteria
can be restored to a pre-attack state as soon as possible.

2.4.

Redundant hyperlinks identification

After a targeted attack or accidental failure, the ordinary way to recover the network is by choosing random
links to replace the removed ones. The most effective way to recover damaged links instantly is to check
network efficiency at every step of adding redundant links and check the performance of the recovered
network. In this paper, the main approach is based on network retrieval and predicting redundant links. This
goal is done via proposed methods which are based on link prediction similarity measures to improve network
efficiency during the recovery state.
Assuming the structure of the network after an intentional attack or random failure, the proposed link
prediction-based methods are supposed to predict the appropriate redundant links to be replaced with the
original ones in the situation of the real attack. So a list of reserved links is considered that can be added to the
network after failure or attack based on the strategies defined above. In another word, first, it is assumed that
the network has been under attack based on the attack strategies and then try to find the appropriate links that
can increase the network efficiency to the same condition before an attack. The existing link prediction methods
and a proposed method based on the local information of removed links are used to choose the appropriate list
of reserved links:
•
Common Neighbors(CN)
𝐶𝑁
𝑠𝑖𝑗
= ‖𝛤𝑖 ∩ 𝛤𝑗 ‖

(3)

where 𝛤𝑖 is the set of neighbors of node 𝑖 and ‖ . ‖ indicates the number of nodes in a set.
•

Resource Allocation(RA)
1
𝑘∈𝛤𝑖 ∩𝛤𝑗 ‖𝛤𝑘 ‖

𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑅𝐴 = ∑
•

Preferential Attachment(PA)
𝑠𝑖𝑗𝑃𝐴 = ‖𝛤𝑖 ‖ × ‖𝛤𝑗 ‖

•

(4)

(5)

Cannistraci-Resource-Allocation (CRA)
‖𝑖𝐿𝐶𝐿(𝑘)‖
‖𝛤𝑘 ‖
𝑘∈𝛤𝑖 ∩𝛤𝑗

𝑠𝑖𝑗𝐶𝑅𝐴 = ∑

(6)

where 𝑖𝐿𝐶𝐿(𝑘) is the internal local community links defined in[34]
• CH2-L2

1 + 𝑑𝑖𝑘
1
𝑘∈𝐿2 + 𝑑𝑒𝑘

𝑠𝑖𝑗𝐶𝐻2−𝐿2 = ∑

(7)

Where 𝑘 is the intermediate node on the path of length two (𝐿2 ) between 𝑖 and 𝑗 and 𝑑𝑖𝑘 is the respective
internal node degree and 𝑑𝑒𝑘 is the respective external node degree. More information about this measure is
provided in [34]
•

Hyperbolic distance (HP): This measure uses the hyperbolic distance of links based on the HyperMap
method which is based on Maximum Likelihood Estimation and finds the radial and angular coordinates
for all nodes and maximizes the likelihood:
𝐿=

∏ 𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )𝛼𝑖𝑗 [1 − 𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑗 )]1−𝛼𝑖𝑗

(8)

1≤𝑖<𝑗≤𝑁

where 𝑥𝑖𝑗 is defined as the hyperbolic distance between pair 𝑖, 𝑗:

𝑥𝑖𝑗 = arccosh(cosh𝑟𝑖 cosh𝑟𝑗 − sinh𝑟𝑖 sinh𝑟𝑗 cos∆𝜃𝑖𝑗 )

(9)

≈ 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑟𝑗 + 2𝑙𝑛 sin(∆𝜃𝑖𝑗 ⁄2) ≈ 𝑟𝑖 + 𝑟𝑗 + 2𝑙𝑛 (∆𝜃𝑖𝑗 ⁄2)
where

∆𝜃𝑖𝑗 = 𝜋 − |𝜋 − |𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑗 ||

(10)

and 𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) is the Fermi-Dirac connection probability:
1

𝑝(𝑥𝑖𝑗 ) =
1+

(11)

1
𝑒 2𝑇(𝑥𝑖𝑗−𝑅)

where 𝑅~ln𝑁 [35].
The pseudo-code of the proposed method is shown in Figure 1.

After the attack to hyperlinks or failure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Identify the hyperlinks between the web pages, convert the web pages and hyperlinks into the graph.
Approximate the hyperbolic coordinates of each node (web page or blog).
Compute the matrix 𝐻 of the hyperbolic distance of the existing hyperlinks in the web network.
𝐸 𝐴 is the list of removed hyperlinks via failure or attack and 𝐸 𝑅 is the list of reserved hyperlinks for retrieval.
For each (𝑖, 𝑗) ∈ 𝐸 𝐴 :
a. 𝛤𝑖 is the list of neighbors of node (web page or blog) 𝑖 and 𝛤𝑗 is the list of neighbors of node (web page or blog) 𝑗
b. for each 𝑘 ∈ (𝛤𝑖 ∪ 𝛤𝑗 ) − (𝛤𝑖 ∩ 𝛤𝑗 ) (𝑘 is a neighbor of 𝑖 or a neighbor of 𝑗 and not both)
(𝑘, 𝑘 ′ ) = arg max
′

𝑑𝑒𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑒(𝑘)
𝐻(𝑖,𝑘)+𝐻(𝑘,𝑗)

(12)

′

𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒: 𝑘 = 𝑖 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ∈ 𝛤𝑗 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑘 = 𝑗 𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ∈ 𝛤𝑖
→ (𝑘, 𝑘 ′ ) ∈ 𝐸 𝑅
Add a hyperlink (𝑘, 𝑘’) to the web network (instead of attacked or failed hyperlink (𝑖, 𝑗) ).
Repeat step 5 for all members of 𝐸 𝐴 .

6.
7.

Figure 1: The pseudo-code of the proposed method
Figure 2 shows an example of the proposed method. When the hyperlink between the red nodes(web pages 3,6) is
damaged, all neighbors(other web pages) of the red nodes are the candidate for making a new hyperlink with one
of the red nodes and the one with the highest computed score is the winner.

Figure 2: Example of the proposed method. Nodes 1 to 9 are web pages or blogs that are connected via hyperlinks.

2.5.

Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the proposed methods two metrics are used that are defined as below:
•

Efficiency:

𝐸=

𝐸𝐹 𝑅
𝐸𝐹𝐴

(13)

Where 𝐸 𝐴 is the efficiency of the web network before the attack and 𝐸 𝑅 is the efficiency of the web network
after retrieval. The efficiency is defined as the efficiency of the web network as below:
𝐸𝐹 =

1
1
∑
|𝑁|(|𝑁| − 1)
𝑑𝑖𝑗

(14)

𝑖,𝑗∈𝑁

The greater the 𝐹 is the better the method performance is.
•
Retrieval power(RP):
𝑅𝑃 =

|𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 |
|𝐸 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 |

(15)

where |𝐸 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 | is the number of removed hyperlinks after the attack and |𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 | is the number of
redundant hyperlinks that should be added to the web network to retrieve the network to its original efficiency
before attack or failure. The smaller the 𝑅𝑃 is the better the method performance is. As it can be seen in the
Result section, in some methods |𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 | is much less than |𝐸 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 | that shows their good performance.
But in some other methods |𝐸𝑅𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑦 | is much more than |𝐸 𝐴𝑡𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑒𝑑 | that shows their poor performance. For
the cases that 𝑅𝑃 > 1 the performance of the method is not acceptable and in this case, this measure is not
computed and is shown with “-”.In cases where 𝑅𝑃 = 0 retrieval is not achieved by the relevant algorithm.

3. DATASETS
To evaluate the proposed method and compare them with other existing methods, the information of four real
web networks is used. To approximate the underlying hyperbolic of the complex networks via the HyperMap
method two parameters 𝛾 and 𝑇 are required. Parameter γ is the power-law degree distribution exponent
which is approximated via the method introduced by Clauset et al.[36], and T is the temperature that is
estimated using the Nonuniform Popularity × Similarity Optimization N-PSO model [27]. In the following table
1, we provide an explanation of these web or blog networks.
Table 1: Summary of the datasets
Name

#Nodes

Node Type

#Edges

Edge Type

Ref.

Description

AIDS blogs (2005)

146

Blog

187

Hyperlink

[37]

moreno_blogs

1224

Blog

19025

Hyperlink

[38, 39]

web-polblogs

643

Blog

2300

Hyperlink

[40]

Amazon
pages(2012)

2880

Web page

5037

Hyperlink

[41]

A network of hyperlinks among blogs related to AIDS, patients, and
their support networks, collected by Gopal over a three-day period
in August 2005.
This directed network contains front-page hyperlinks between blogs
in the context of the 2004 US election.
The graph data sets are donated by a number of different authors
and organizations and in many cases have provided the citation
information that should be used upon request.
A small sample of web pages from Amazon.com and its sister
companies. The manner in which this network was sampled is
unclear, and the direction of the hyperlink has been discarded.

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The experimental results of the proposed methods on four real web networks are presented in this section. For
each network, at first 15% of hyperlinks are removed via different attack strategies explained before, and then
the predicted set of redundant hyperlinks are added gradually and the evaluation metrics are used to
investigate the performance of the retrieved network.

4.1.

Comparison of retrieval methods

Figure 3 shows the efficiency of different web networks via the percentage of added hyperlinks to the attacked
network in the range of [0, 0.15]. As it is shown, the proposed retrieval methods result in increasing the
efficiency of all networks and as it can be distinguished, the efficiency of the proposed retrieval method (HP)
performs significantly better in the case of attack based on Edge Betweenness. When the attack is considering
the edge efficiency betweenness as the important factor of a hyperlink, removing those hyperlinks results in
crucial damages in the network efficiency and it may cause the network to become disconnected. So adding
redundant hyperlinks that are locally near to the damaged hyperlink helps the efficiency of the attacked
network significantly. So the proposed method could have an impressive impact on restoring the web network
structure as soon as possible.
Table 2 shows the Retrieval power of different recovery methods while restoring the attacked network. The
number in each cell shows the percentages of hyperlinks that should be added to the attacked network to
restore the efficiency of the network to the state before the attack. In most cases except the proposed method
(HP), adding 15% of redundant hyperlinks to the damaged network can not achieve the original efficiency of
the network. But in the case of (HP) adding less or equal percentage of redundant hyperlinks to the damaged
network result in the original efficiency of the attacked network. Since in the attacking situation the instant and
cheap recovery strategy is of high importance, so the proposed method profits of a very important advantage.
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Efficiency of proposed methods under different kinds of attacks in four real web/blog networks (a) AIDS
blogs (2005) (b) moreno_blogs and (c) web-polblogs (d) Amazon_pages 2012

Table 2: Retrieval Power of proposed retrieval strategy under different kinds of attack

Network

Attack Strategy

HP

RA

PA

CN

CRA

CH2_L2

AIDS blogs (2005)

Random Failure
Edge Betweenness
Preferential
Attachment
Similarity
Random Failure
Edge Betweenness
Preferential
Attachment
Similarity
Random Failure
Edge Betweenness
Preferential
Attachment
Similarity
Random Failure
Edge Betweenness
Preferential
Attachment
Similarity

1.0
1.0
1.0

0
0
0

0.3
0.26

0
0
-

0.81

-

0.96
0.97
1.0
1.0

0.26
0
0.39

0.04
0.37
0.1

0.52
0
0
-

0.56
-

0.3
0
0.72

1.0
1.0
0.96
1.0

0.23
0
0.26

0.09
0.31
0
0.01

0.52
0
0
0.7

0.75
0
0
1.01

0.31
0
0.45

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

0.07
0
0
0

0.01
0
0
-

0.13
0
0
0

0.13
0
-

0.11
0
0
-

0.3

0

0

0

-

0

moreno_blogs

web-polblogs

Amazon_pages

4.2.

Comparison of the network structure under different retrieval strategy

To evaluate the efficiency of the proposed retrieval method for different sizes of attacked hyperlinks, the
fraction of damaged hyperlinks is changed in the range of [0.1,0.5]. Figure 4 shows the network structure of
AIDS blogs (2005) for example before and after the EBA attack as well as after blog network retrieval using a
different retrieval strategy. As can be seen, the proposed HP retrieval method preserves the network structure
before the attack and has a structure closer to the original blog network before the attack. In other methods,
node rupture is observed after network retrieval.

(a)The initial Network (Before attack)

(c) Network after CH2_L2 Retrieval Strategy

(b) Network after EBA attack

(d) Network after CN Retrieval Strategy

(c) Network after HP Retrieval Strategy

(e) Network after CRA Retrieval Strategy

(f) Network after PA Retrieval Strategy

(g) Network after RA Retrieval Strategy

Figure 4: A comparison of the structure of AIDS blogs (2005) (N=146 ) when hyperlinks have been removed by
EBA attack in different retrieval strategy (Visualization generated using python pyvis lib[42]).

5. CONCLUSION
Link prediction methods have been used widely in solving different kinds of problems. In this paper, some
existing and proposed methods are suggested to retrieve the web network structure after random or targeted
attacks. Firstly, some attack strategies are defined, and based on them some retrieval strategies based on the
link prediction similarity measures are proposed. The main proposed method is based on the hyperbolic
geometry and local information of the attacked network. The underlying hyperbolic geometry of complex
networks uses two important parameters of similarity and popularity of nodes (web pages or blogs) that both
play important role in solving the link prediction problem. On the other side using the local information of the
damaged hyperlinks helps the method to choose appropriate hyperlinks to be replaced with the removed ones
as soon as possible. The results show that the proposed method outperforms the other existing link prediction
methods in most cases and can achieve the efficiency of the network before the attack even with adding less
number of hyperlinks than the removed ones. Also, the network structure after the attacks in the proposed
retrieval method based on hyperbolic geometry is largely preserved and will be closer to the main network
before the attacks.
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